CIGIE Reimbursable Detail Opportunity
Chief Data Strategist

The Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency (CIGIE) is seeking an individual from the OIG community to lead and develop data analytics efforts within the OIG community and in coordination with the Pandemic Response Accountability Committee (PRAC).

CIGIE is seeking a GS-15 or above for a 12-to-18-month fully reimbursable detail to spearhead this unique opportunity to help shape the CIGIE data analytics services available to the OIG community for years to come. This position will require the ability to (i) gather recommendations and requirements from the OIG community (including the PRAC and the Data Analytics Working Group), and (ii) prepare a comprehensive strategy to implement the data analytics vision, including identifying necessary steps to take and possible barriers to full implementation.

The strategic plan will include detailed recommendations to CIGIE and PRAC leadership on how to expand the current Pandemic Analytics Center of Excellence (PACE) and align it with analytics models currently in place or under development in the OIG community into a center for broad OIG use. This center could become a critical tool in enhancing government transparency and preventing, detecting, and remediating waste, fraud, and abuse in Federal spending. The individual will have access to subject matter experts from the PRAC and the OIG community in all areas and will need demonstrated skills in building coalitions and managing cross-functional projects, rather than specific expertise in one given area. The individual will also play a key role in coordinating and communicating with key Congressional stakeholders on legislative efforts to expand the PACE beyond pandemic funding sources.

Requirements:

- GS-15, SL, or SES (ideal for an SL/SES rotational assignment).
- Location: Washington, D.C. area with telework available.
- Strong critical-thinking skills, analytical abilities, and problem-solving approaches as demonstrated through prior projects.
- Ability to foster collaborative working relationships within the OIG community and with key agency stakeholders to achieve desired results.
- Excellent written and oral communication skills.

If you are interested in applying for this detail, after obtaining the approval of your Inspector General (or their designee), please send a statement of interest (no longer than 1 page) and your resume to Andrew Cannarsa, CIGIE Executive Director, at andrew.cannarsa@cigie.gov, no later than close of business on April 19, 2024. Please add “CIGIE Chief Data Strategist” to the email subject line.

Please direct any questions to David Morris, CIGIE Chief Operating Officer, at david.morris@cigie.gov.